
 

Studies by Undergraduate Researchers at Guelph: Call for Submissions 

Studies by Undergraduate Researchers at Guelph (SURG), the University of Guelph’s multidisciplinary, 

faculty-reviewed undergraduate research journal, is currently accepting original undergraduate research or 

review articles for consideration in the Fall 2016 issue of the journal, slated for publication in December 2016. 

Submissions from all disciplines are eligible for consideration.  

SURG is committed to showcasing the University of Guelph’s excellence in undergraduate research, and 

to this end, the journal seeks to publish clear, cogent, well-written and well-structured articles that are original in 

content and engage with recent and relevant scholarly literature. These articles are exemplar pieces of 

undergraduate research, typically in the A+ range.  

 Submissions to SURG are typically the fruits of supervised research projects, independent studies, 

fourth-year theses, summer research opportunities or co-operative education programs completed during the 

course of an undergraduate degree at the University of Guelph. All submissions will be subject to review by 

faculty members at the University of Guelph, and by the SURG editorial team. Authors may be required to make 

revisions based on reviewers’ comments.  

The deadline for consideration in the Fall 2016 issue is Tuesday, October 4th, 2016. Submissions received 

after this date will be entered into consideration for a Winter 2017 issue. 

Submission Process: 

Prior to submission, SURG requires either the express recommendation or endorsement of a faculty 

member who supervised the project. In the case of articles authored in conjunction with a co-operative education 

program, employer approval may also be required.  

Faculty supervisors are asked to send endorsements or recommendations, after consulting with the 

student author(s), to surg@mail.uoguelph.ca. 

Once SURG has received the faculty supervisor’s recommendation or endorsement, the student author(s) 

of the article will ensure that the article follows the author guidelines and specifications here, and then will 

register and submit their articles through the SURG Open Journal System (OJS) site. 

Supervising faculty members are encouraged to share this information with students whose supervised research 

they deem to be exemplary.  

Any questions may be directed to: surg@mail.uoguelph.ca. 
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